Agentless Threat Protection
Security You May Already Own
Enhancing Your End Point Security
It takes just one malicious outbreak on your network to emphasize the effectiveness of your security defenses.
Preventing an outbreak or breach is important, but even more vital is determining the impact it has had, identifying
which systems were compromised, having controls to quickly remediate, and then analyzing how it happened in the
first place. If you are currently on Office 365, chances are you already own the cloud license needed to enable
Windows Defender ATP for centralized management and greater capabilities.
Using Windows Defender Advanced Threat Protection enables security teams to map exactly the point an attacker
entered your network, how the attacker moved through your network, and which activities they engaged in. It is one
thing to remediate a network breach, but having the rich details of exactly how the breach occurred enables us to
make sure any vulnerabilities in the network are found and corrected to prevent future breaches.
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Quickly adapt to changing
threats and deploy new
defenses, all while
monitoring abnormalities.

Detect attacks and zero-day
exploits using advanced
behavioral analytics and
Machine Learning.

Visually investigate forensic
evidence across your
endpoints to easily uncover
scope of breach.

Integrates detection and
exploration with Office 365
ATP subscription, to track
back and respond to attacks.

As a Microsoft Gold Partner, PEI Can Help!
There are several Microsoft Office 365 subscriptions that
enable the advanced and centralized capabilities of
Windows Defender Advanced Threat Protection.
Chances are that you already are paying for this
technology while paying for a secondary solution as
well. With our endpoint security assessment, we will
work with you to review your current endpoint security
solution, evaluate your Office 365 licenses, provide a
cost analysis, and provide an overview of Windows
Defender—the most advanced security endpoint
product available. Contact PEI directly at info@pei.com
or call us at 303-974-6881.

With five gold certifications, PEI is in the top one
percent of Microsoft’s Partner Ecosystem.
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